
In Focus:  
ObamaCare’s 7-Million  !

President Obama has declared that 7.1 million 
people have enrolled in the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act — AKA ObamaCare. In a 
scathing criticism of his critics last Tuesday, the 
president said, “The Affordable Care Act hasn’t 
completely fixed our long-broken health-care 
system, but this law has made our health-care 
system a lot better. !
And with that Obama took aim at the Republicans in the U.S. House of Representatives 
who have voted to repeal the ACA 55 times and said, “The debate over repealing this 
law is over.” !
The 7.1 million figure is 100,000 more than what the Congressional Budget Office 
(CBO) said would be needed as a break-even point.  !
Few thought the federal exchange would get close to that many after the disastrous 
rollout of HealthCare.gov in October of last year. Another factoid. The 7.1 million is just 
from HealthCare.gov. It does not include the number registered in the 14 states running 
their own exchanges. Also not included with the recent statistics are the unknown 
number of people who were in the process of enrolling or who had trouble enrolling 
when the March 31st deadline came.  !
Here come the negatives. Republicans have been quick to slam the 7.1 million number. 
Texas Republican Rep. Michael Burgess sums it up. “These numbers are a total fantasy 
— they’re arbitrary and fictitious.”  !
Other critics cite a number of reasons for doubt. The first is a refusal by the 
administration to come forth with the number of people enrolling who actually made a 
health insurance payment. The department of Health and Human Services says it 
doesn’t track those number. Critics say they do but don’t want to admit the huge number 
that didn’t make that payment. !
As you know, you’re not enrolled until a payment is made. Insurers have not come forth 
with numbers either. Some who follow the enrollment process think about 20% have not 
made the payment. !
Gallup says 15.9% of those living in the U.S. in the first quarter of 2014 do not have 
health insurance. That’s about 45 million people. The CBO says in the next 11-years 
that number will not drop significantly and expects about 31 million to be uninsured at 
that point in time.  !
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Back to the 7.1 million. Cynthia Cox who is a senior analyst for the Kaiser Family 
Foundation doesn’t think the administration ought to be crowing too loudly yet. There is 
a lot of work to do before the public thinks this is a good deal and right now the public 
does not.  !
Larry Levitt who is a senior vice president at the Kaiser Family Foundation said the big 
push at the end and the 7.1 million figure is good news for insurers and if enough of 
those last minute enrollees are young and healthy it may help keep rates down.  !
Some insurers have indicated the strong potential of double-digit rate increases for 
2015.  !
Like many insurers and many critics, Cox’s big concern is who enrolled. She said not 
much is known about the enrollees and how much health care they’re going to need. 
More healthy, younger people need to be a part of the system for it to drive down rates. 
As of March 1st about 25% of those in the exchanges were in the magic 18 to 34 age 
group.  !
Robert Zirkelbach of America’s Health Insurance Plans (AHIP) said the industry isn’t 
holding its breath that there will be a large number of young, healthy people in the 7.1 
million. “There has always been the assumption that those with urgent medical needs 
would sign up first and that the young and healthy would sign up at the end. We’ll find 
out soon if that hypothesis was true.” !
Levitt said it will be awhile before we know for sure just who did what. “We are in a bit of 
a data-free zone. But it stands reasonable to believe the late enrollees are younger, 
healthier and previously uninsured. If you were sick and you needed insurance, you 
were the first in line.” !
The RAND Corporation did a study that shows another big ObamaCare problem. It 
found a huge percentage signing up previously had insurance. RAND said notes that 9-
million people ignored the exchanges and purchased plans directly from insurers.  !
The bad news for the administration is that — as the RAND report notes — “the vast 
majority of these people were previously insured.” !
Another survey from McKinsey shows just 27% of those signing up were without 
insurance.  !


